
SL16

Performance Reporting Scorecard

Focus Area: Safe and Livable Community

Measure: Percentage of residential structure fires responded to by four personnel in less than 7 minutes

Urban Response Zone Calls Responded to within 7 Minutes

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

Target 90% 90% 90% 90% 90% 90%

Actual

% of Calls 87% 82% 79% 83% 79% 81%

  

For more information, please contact:

Howard Exner, Fire Chief

Telephone: 604-463-5880 Email: hexner@mapleridge.ca

Reduce Response Time in the Urban Response Zone

Target Overview

To respond to calls 

within the urban 

response area within 7 

minutes, 90% of the 

time.

Prior to 2005, the Maple Ridge Fire Department was composed of paid-on-call 

members, who responded to emergency calls on a volunteer basis. In a growing 

community where 65% of the workforce is employed outside the municipality, the 

low numbers of volunteers responding, particularly during weekday daytime, was 

becoming a concern. A strategy to move toward a composite fire service delivery 

model, made up of paid-on-call and full-time career firefighters, was developed as 

part of a Fire Master Plan. Because of the significant cost to the community, this 

plan is being implemented gradually and the results are being closely monitored. 

The hiring of full-time career fire fighters is intended to reduce the time it takes to 

respond to emergency calls in the urban response area.
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Additional Information

Responding to calls in the the Urban Response Zone, the Maple Ridge Fire Department was 

able to achieve a response time of seven minutes or less 79% of the time. 

There is a slight change to the numbers reported in previous years as we learned that the 

Tower Truck was not included in the 2014 data change. The Tower Truck is now included in 

the data captured for a 4-firefighter crew to arrive on scene to a residential structure fire in 

the Urban Response Area as outlined in the Fire Master Plan.

Responding to calls in the the Urban Response Zone, the Maple Ridge Fire Department was 

able to achieve a response time of seven minutes or less 83% of the time. 

For information on the Maple Ridge Fire Department: View Fire & Rescue webpage

Responding to calls in the the Urban Response Zone, the Maple Ridge Fire Department was 

able to achieve a response time of seven minutes or less 79% of the time. 

In 2018, the Fire Department was able to achieve a response time of 7 minutes or less 73% of the time, 

not meeting the target of 90% by 17%. A Gap Analysis of the 17% shows that weather (snow and ice) may 

have contributed to reduced response times. In addition, the usual first truck was already deployed on 

another call or for unknown reasons, which may include delays due to traffic. 

In early 2003, Municipal Council of the City of Maple Ridge directed a review of the existing fire service 

delivery model and asked for advice on what the Fire Department will need to look like to serve a growing 

community. Council direction was specifically to the Fire Chiefs and the GM: Corporate & Financial 

Services, who then enlisted the help of the Assistant Chiefs and paid-on-call fire-fighters to develop the 

Fire Department Master Plan.  

A response time of 7 minutes for the Urban Response area was identified as a target in the Fire 

Department Master Plan.

The 7 minutes target includes the time from dispatch to arrival at the scene is comprised of 1 - minute 

dispatching, 2 minutes - turnout - (firefighters to don personal protective equipment and the truck leaving 

the Hall), 4 minutes - travel time from the Fire Hall to the scene in the Urban Response area is intended to 

be met 90% of the time. 

Hired additional firefighters to cover vacation relief. There is a slight change to the numbers 

reported in previous years as the methodology used has been updated to reflect the time for 

a 4-firefighter crew to arrive on scene to a residential structure fire in the Urban Response 

Area as outlined in the Fire Master Plan. This more accurately reflects the Fire Master Plan’s 

Urban Response standard. In previous years, the data captured the arrival of the first fire 

department vehicle. 

Responding to calls in the the Urban Response Zone, the Maple Ridge Fire Department was 

able to achieve a response time of seven minutes or less 81% of the time. 
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